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Introduction 

(a) Definition of a contract: 
‐ Pollock: “a promise or set of promises which the law will enforce” 
‐ Treitel: “a contract is an agreement giving rise to obligations which are enforced or 

recognised by law” 
‐ A working definition of the term contract should include: an agreement giving rise to 

obligations or promises to be met which are enforced or recognised by law. 

(b) Source of contract law: 
‐ Common law. 
‐ Supplemented by principles of equity. 
‐ Statute law and legislation  
‐ To a lesser extent international law plays a part.  
‐ When there is a conflict between common law/ equity and statutory provisions, the latter 

prevails. 

(c) Classification of contracts: 
‐ Simple contract: entered into verbally or written in ordinary writing.  
‐ Formal contract: entered into in a particular form of writing known as a deed. 

‐ Bilateral contract: at time of entry both parties have obligations to perform. Promises are 
said to be executory.  

‐ Unilateral contract: at time of entry only one of the parties has obligations to perform. E.g. 
offer of a reward  Carlil v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co (1892).  With a unilateral contract 
acceptance by the offeree is the consideration of the promise offered  Mobil Oil Australia 
Ltd v Lyndel Nominees Pty Ltd (1998). 

‐ Void: a void contract is a contradiction it technically is not a contract. Neither party is able to 
sue pursuant to it.  

‐ Voidable: a contract whose validity is called into question because of a defect in the quality 
of consent given by one of the parties upon entering into the contract.  That party may be able 
to rescind.  Factors which affect the quality of include: misrepresentation, mistake, duress, 
unconscionability and undue influence.  

‐ Unenforceable: a contract which is in all aspects valid but cannot be enforced by the parties. 
Eg sale of property  Conveyancing Act  1919 s54a.  

‐ Illegal: a contract prohibited by statute or contrary to public policy.  
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Capacity 

(a) Minors: 
- Throughout Australia the ages of majority has been reduced by legislation to 18, and people 

below 18 are referred to as minors.  
- In all states, other than NSW, a person who is under age lacks contractual capacity in most 

circumstances, and thus contracts made with minors are voidable unless the contract is for 
necessaries or a beneficial contract of service.  

- Necessaries: those things essential to the maintenance of the minor such as articles necessary 
to sustain the minors life such as food, clothing and shelter Bojczuk v Gregorcewicz [1961]. 
For example tuition or instructions have held to be building upon the minor Roberts v Gray 
[1913]. 

- In regards to employment contracts, they can be seen as to the advantage of the minor, but if 
they do not benefit the minor overall, then it is not binding and the contract will be void 
Roberts v Gray (9.18). 

(b) Minors in NSW  Minors (Property and Contracts) Act (NSW) 1970 
- s17: contract not to the benefit of minor is not binding, i.e. it is given a voidable quality. 
- s18: a minor who lacks or appears to lack because of age, the necessary understanding, is 

not bound to a civil act.  
- s19: a minor will be bound to a civil act that is beneficial to the minor at the time it is 

made.  
- s20: so long as the consideration given/received is not manifestly excessive/inadequate 

then contract is presumptively binding on a minor as they should be bound to a fair 
bargain.  

(c) Mental Disability: 
- A contract with a person who is legally declared insane is void however purchase of 

necessaries may be binding. 
- A court will not enforce a contract against a party who ‘lacks such soundness of mind as to be 

capable of understanding the general nature of what they are doing’ and the other party knows 
of the lack of mental capacity: Gibbons v Wright (1954)  

- The necessary mental capacity to give genuine consent to a commercial transaction may be 
permanent or temporary. 

- The onus is on the person seeking to avoid the contract to show: they had a mental incapacity 
and the other party knew of it  

(d) Bankrupts: 
- Bankruptcy places limits on the bankrupt’s ability to partake in a contract. 

(e) Corporations: 
- Under the Corporations Act, corporations have the contractual capacity of a natural person . 

(f) Aliens: 
- contracts with aliens (foreign nationals) is not a problem in peacetime conditions only. 

(g) Married women: 
- since equitable doctrine of separate estate, they have full contractual capacity as men. 
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The Requirement of Writing 

(a) Introduction: 
- At common law contract can be: 

o Oral      BVM Management Ltd v Yeomans [2011]  
o Partly written/partly oral.   Qn fact: things said & done after contract are 

admissable 
o Entirely written  terms set out in doc in accordance with Parole Evidence Rule. 

- No requirement for any contract to be in written form, however the CL position gives way to 
any statute that is passed that imposes a writing requirement. 

- All Aust jurisdictions have statutory provisions, derived from the statutes of frauds, in relation 
to land contracts, e.g. Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) s54a. 

- Statutes do not deny the validity of oral contracts, they just render them unenforceable. 

(b) Contracts relating to Land: 
- Conveyancing Act 1919 (NSW) s54A 1: 

o “(1) No action or proceedings may be brought upon any contract for the sale or other 
disposition of land or any interest in land, unless the agreement upon which such 
action or proceedings is brought, or some memorandum or note therefore, is in 
writing, and signed by the party to be charged or by some other person thereunto 
lawfully authorised by the party charged” 

- Requirement of writing  
- Note/Memorandum/Letter/Receipt/Written Offer: 

o Must contain essential terms Harvey v Edwards Dunlop & Co (1927) 
 Description of parties to a contract 
 The price or consideration for the land 
 Contract must describe the land that is the subject of the contract: Hall v 

Busst (1960). 

 Acknowledgement of the agreement in writing: Pirie v Saunders (1961) 104 
CLR 149 at 155. 

 Need for signature (can include electronic signature) 
- Failure to comply with the statute renders contract unenforceable and with no actions for 

remedies. 
- However the courts may enforce a contract if it does not comply with the statute through 

doctrine of specific performance (equity) under two circumstances: 

o THE STATUTE CANNOT BE USED TO PERPETRATE FRAUD: the defence of no writing 
cannot be used if the defendant intended to commit fraud on the plaintiff.  One cannot 
use the statute to commit an illegal act, and the contract will be enforced to prevent 
this. 

o THE DOCTRINE OF PART PERFORMANCE: in order to grant equitable relief upon the 
doctrine a Court must be satisfied that the relief will relieve against some inequity or 
harm which the plaintiff would otherwise suffer by acting to its detriment or prejudice 
upon the oral agreement  Millet v Regent (1975).  For it to apply three matters must 
be established: 
 The acts must be done by the party seeking to rely on the doctrine. 
 Acts done by plaintiff were permitted (not required) under oral contract. 
 Acts done must be referable to a contract of the general nature of the alleged 

oral contract. 
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 Khoury v Khouri (2006) 66 NSWLR 241 stated that acts of tenure 
and use of the land itself symbolise acts of part performance but 
payment of money does not. 
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Fact of Agreement 
 
For a contract to exist there must be an agreement, however this does not itself create the contract. 

Agreement: must be one for consideration, parties must intend it to have legal effect (be enforceable) 
and be certain and complete. 

Where the agreement is in question: apply rules of Offer and Acceptance. 

O&A tells us when and where contract entered and the express terms of contract. Unless both an offer 
and acceptance are found to have occurred there is no agreement. 

The Offer: 
 
(a) DEFINITION: 

‐ Neilsen v Dysart Timbers Ltd [2009], Tipping & Wilson JJ: 
“an offer is a statement of the terms upon which the offeror is prepared to be bound if 
acceptance is communicated while the offer remains alive.” 

(b) EXISTENCE OF AN OFFER: 
‐ Must be communicated to and from offeror/offeree or agents. If offer from unauthorised 

person there is no offer to accept  Banks v Williams (1912).  
‐ There must be the will or intent of the offeror to be bound in contract by the terms of the 

offer. Without this the statement is an invitation to treat, a request to make an offer or 
engage in negotiations.  Invitation to treat case  Gibson v Manchester City Council (1979).  

‐ Request/supply for information  Harvey v Facey (1893).  
‐ Circulars, catalogues and advertisements = invitations to treat Partridge v Crittenden [1968]. 

Rationale = if there wasn’t enough stock it would be in breach of contract  Grainger & Son 
v Gough (1986). 

‐ Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co (1893) 1 QB 256: 
o stressed the will or intention to make an advertisement an offer rather than an 

invitation to treat. 
o Offer made to the world, which becomes contract with anybody who comes forward 

and performs the conditions. 
o Money in the bank showed the intention. 
o Implied term that notification of acceptance not required. 
o Consideration: inconvenience sustained by Carlill in use of ball & sale of smoke ball. 

‐ Display of priced goods in a shop is an invitation to treat and not an offer. 
 Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern) Ltd 
(1953) 1 QB 401: 

o If every time a consumer picked an item off the shelf, and if it was constituted as an 
acceptance, they wouldn’t be able to change their mind and put it back. 

o When the goods are presented at the checkout it is an offer, the attendant has the 
power to reject or accept. 

‐ Auctions: the auctioneer is inviting offers from the bidders.  Acceptance is made at the fall of 
a hammer  Payne v Cave (1789). 
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‐ Barry v Davies [2001] 1 All ER 944: 
o in an auction without a stated reserve price, the auctioneer (not the vendor) is liable to 

the highest bidder for breach of contract if the product is not sold to the highest 
bidder. 

o The consideration is the form of detriment to the to the bidder as his bid can be 
accepted until withdrawn, and benefit to the auctioneer as bidding driven up.  

‐ Tenders: In the tendering process it is the tenderer who makes the offer and not the person 
calling for tenders (the invitor). Invitor can accept/reject any tender: Meudell v Mayor of 
Bendigo (1900).  

‐ Blackpool & Fylde Aero Club v Blackpool Borough Council [1990] 3 All ER 25: 
o The call for tenders constituted an offer to consider all duly submitted tenders 

(process contract).  If a tender is not considered then the invitor is in breach of 
contract and liable for damages. 

o Implied term that Council would consider correctly submitted tender. 
o Still look at general contract law principles about contract creation and implied terms 

(Transit NZ v Pratt Contractors Ltd) 

Many invitations now use exclusion clauses to try and exclude process contracts: State Transit 
Authority of NSW v Australian Jockey Club [2003].  

‐ Standing offers: arise when one person states his or her willingness to provide certain goods 
or services to another over a specified time period. 

‐ Only persons who are offerees are entitled to accept the offer   TW Hedley (Investments) 
Pty Ltd v Richardson Plant Hire Pty Ltd (2005). 

 
(c) TERMINATION OF OFFERS: 

‐ Lapse of Time: If no time is set for acceptance in the offer, then the offer lapses after the 
expiration of a reasonable time  Empirnall Holdings Pty Ltd v Machon Paul 
Partners Pty Ltd (1988). “reasonable time” depends on facts & circumstances 
of case. 

‐ Rejection: Counter offer = implied rejection of offer Hyde v Wrench (1840). 
Stevenson, Jaques, & Co v McLean (1880): difference between an inquiry 
(similar to request for more information) and a rejection.  A rejection must be 
communicated before the offer is withdrawn or it can still be accepted.  

‐ Revocation: An offer can be withdrawn by the offeror at any time before it is accepted, 
even if the offeror said they would leave the offer open for a specified period 
of time.  This is because the offeree has not given consideration for the offer 
to remain open  Dickinson v Dodds (1876). 

 If consideration is given for the contract to remain open then an option 
contract is created. 

 Although revocation must be communicated, communication of revocation 
need not be communicated by the offeror, but by a reliable source  
Dickinson v Dodds (1876). 

 If revocation not communicated, offeror is in breach of contract  Patterson 
v Dolman (1908).  

 Mobil Oil Australia Ltd v Lyndel Nominees Pty Ltd (1998): the offeror 
can withdraw an offer even if offeree has started performance of the terms of 
the offer, especially where actions are beneficial to offeree. 

‐ Failure of Condition: Offer may be subject to express/implied condition that a certain state 
of affairs remain unchanged until acceptance. If they change, offer lapses. 
E.g. Offer to purchase car, but offer lapses after car damaged. 
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‐ Death: If the offeror dies and the offeree is aware of this then the offeree cannot 
accept the offer  Dickinson v Dodds (1876).  

 
The Acceptance: 
 
If an offer has been made and it has not been terminated an agreement comes into existence when it is 
accepted.  Acceptance brings about consensus ad idem (meeting of the minds). 

(a) Acceptance must be unequivocal:  
‐ means that it is clearly understood that there is nothing left to be negotiated by the parties. 

(b) Acceptance must be in reliance of the offer:  
‐ Offeree must have knowledge of the offer. 
‐ R v Clarke (1927)  knowledge of the offer and performance of what is required to accept 

the offer is a valid acceptance (but can be rebutted as in this case).  Without intention to 
accept there can be no acceptance. 

(c) Acceptance must correspond with the offer:  
‐ Any response to an offer that adds additional terms or alters existing terms set out in the offer 

is not an acceptance; such a response is a counter-offer and has the effect of rejecting the 
offer. 

(d) Acceptance can be express or implied:  
‐ An offeror cannot stipulate that no response to an offer will be treated as an acceptance  

Felthouse v Bindley (1862) but subject to 2 qualifications later stated in Empirnall Holdings 
Pty Ltd v Machon Paull Partners Pty Ltd (1988), first, re equitable estoppel, second, where 
conduct amounts to implication of acceptance. 

(e) Acceptance must be communicated: 
‐ Acceptance is only effective once it has been communicated  Tinn v Hoffman & Co (1873) 
‐ Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co (1892)  communication gives rise to meeting of the 

minds.  However since communication is for the benefit of the offeror, they are at liberty to 
dispense the need for communication of acceptance. Also not required where Post Rule 
applies. 

Dispensing with need for communication 

o Dispensation can be express or implied. Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co (1892) 

Postal Acceptance Rule  

o acceptance is complete as soon as the letter is posted  Henthorn v Fraser (1892) 
o does not apply to emails, faxes or telephone. 
o Only applies if:  

 Reasonable, contemplated or authorised that acceptance be by post. 
 Letter properly addressed, appropriate postage and deposited with PO. 
 Irrelevant whether ever reaches destitnation  HF&AICo v Grant. 
 Offeror can exclude operation of PAR if so expressed in the offer Household 

Fire & Accident Insurance Company v Grant. And also Bressan v 
Squires. 

 What if offeree accepts by using PAR but communicates rejection by 
speedier means of communication? (later rejection ineffective Wenkheim v 
Arndt) 

 Brinkibon Ltd v Stahag Stahl: PAR does not apply to telex therefore 
acceptance is where the offeree received the communication of acceptance. 
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(f) Date and Place of Contract: 

‐ Date of contract is the date of acceptance; date where communication of acceptance takes 
place. 

‐ Place of contract is the place of acceptance; place where offeror is when communication of 
acceptance takes place. 

Alternatives to offer and acceptance: 

Examples of offer and acceptance not working: public transport, when parties are deadlocked and they 
agree to submit to a solution reached by a third party  Brambles Holdings Ltd v Bathurst City 
Council. 

o Essential question “Has mutual assent been manifested” 

Battle of the Forms cases:  
‐ Butler Machine Tool Co v Ex-Cell-O Corp (England) Ltd (1979)  counter offer was 

accepted by the signature and tear slip (decided in offer and acceptance terms) 
‐ court can infer a contract even if there is no offer and acceptance by looking at the documents 

between the parties. 

‐ Goodman v Cospak (2004) outlined three approaches used in the battle of the forms cases to 
determine methods other than offer and acceptance:  

o “Last shot doctrine” 
o “Higher status doctrine” 
o Global/synthesis approach. 

Contract Formation by Conduct: 
‐ Existence of contract can be inferred from conduct of parties: The Bell Group Ltd (in liq) v 

Westpac BC (No 9) (2008).  
‐ In determining whether conduct has formed contract and terms of same, two stage process 

Hawkins v Clayton (1988):  
o 1. What are the terms which can properly be inferred as being included as a matter of 

actual intention. 
o 2. What are the implied terms due to presumed or imputed intention. 
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Requirement for Certainty and Completeness 

(a)  Introduction: 
- For any agreement to amount to a contract, it must be sufficiently certain and complete. 

o All the essential and critical terms have been agreed. 
o Language not obscure and incapable of precise meaning  

- Certainty: the words sufficiently precise and clear so that the scope of the obligations can be 
ascertained. Thory v Goldberg (1964) 

- Completeness: the key or important parts of the agreement have been set out. Thory v 
Goldberg (1964) 

- courts are more likely to do whatever possible to uphold an agreement. 

(b) Completeness: 
- At the very minimum the agreement must contain all the essential terms. 
- Essential terms are ones without which the contract cannot be enforced, because the law 

cannot enforce an incomplete contract. 
- Incompleteness can be overcome if there is a mechanism within the contract which remedies 

incomplete terms of a contract. This allows outstanding terms to be agreed upon without the 
need for further agreement: Booker Industries Pty Ltd v Wilson Parking (Qld) Ltd (1982).  

(c) Certainty: 
- Once the essential terms have been established it must be determined if they are uncertain.  
- If they are uncertain the contract is void. Ambiguous terms aren’t necessarily uncertain 

McDermott v Black (1940). It is a matter of construction so that the court can ascertain the 
party’s intentions. 

- Non-essential provisions can be severed provided parties intended to be bound by the contract 
even if the non essential matter is severed: The Life Insurance Co. of Australia Ltd v Phillips 
(1925). 

- Whitlock v Brew (1968): contract was void for uncertainty as contract stipulated lease would 
be granted “on such reasonable terms as commonly govern such a lease”. This was uncertain 
as no evidence of such a lease in common use as to determine specific key issues ie rent term 
etc. Term couldn’t be severed so contract void for uncertainty. 

Agreements to negotiate act in good faith 
- Void for uncertainty.  This is an agreement to agree.  However in United Group Rail 

Services Ltd v Rail Corporation NSW [2009] the NSW court of appeal said that, in the 
appropriate context, these agreements were valid and enforceable. 

Subject to Contract 
- Enforceability of earlier informal contracts (ie heads of agreement). 
- Whether informal documents recording the essential terms of the agreement are enforceable 

in the absence of formal written contracts depends on whether the contract falls into one of 
the three categories defined in Masters v Cameron (1954): 

1. Parties have reached finality in arranging terms and intend to immediately be bound, 
but still propose restatement of terms in a formal contract. Contract is 
ENFORCEABLE. 

2. Parties have agreed on all the terms and intend no departure from them but have made 
performance conditional on the execution of a formal contract. Contract is 
ENFORCEABLE. 

3. Parties do not intend to make a concluded bargain at all unless formal contracts are 
executed. Contract is then UNENFORCEABLE. 

4. Baulkham Hills Private Hospital Pty Ltd v GR Securities Pty Ltd (1986) found there 
was a fourth category: 
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Parties agree to be bound immediately and exclusively by terms agreed upon whilst 
expecting to make a further contract in substitution containing additional terms by 
consent. Contract is ENFORCEABLE. 

- Intention of parties as to 4 categories, ascertained by construing terms of informal agreement 
in light of circumstances: GR Securities PL v Baulkham Hills Private Hospital PL (1986).  

- Look at language parties used- “subject to contract” almost always means 3rd category. 
- Intended to be immediately binding? Bullion Minerals Ltd v Fewster [2007] 

o Existence of matters which not reached consensus on. 
o Subsequent conduct. 
o Size importance complexity of matter 
o Nature & importance of contract 


